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neighbourhood planning
the essential features

• part of the statutory ‘development plan’ alongside a Local Plan so confined to ‘land 
use and development’ matters only


• informs the determination of planning applications including S106 agreements and 
planning conditions


• ‘made’ following a successful independent examination and then referendum


• examination tests ‘basic conditions’; referendum tests community support


• a third of towns/parishes have started and a third of them have been made


• Bucks is a ‘hotspot’ especially former AVDC area but increasing interest in former 
Chiltern/South Bucks area



the story so far

• community-led plan survey in 2013


• NP designated by SBDC in 2016


• questionnaire in 2017


• project review in 2020


• work on evidence analysis and 
policy ideas drafting


• draft NP published for informal 
comment in February 2021
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the challenges

• failure of Chiltern/South Bucks 
Local Plan in late 2020


• uncertainty of Bucks LP and 
position on Slough expansion


• limitations on NPs in Green Belt


• HGV and other infrastructure 
issues either not planning 
matters or can only be addressed 
at the national or Bucks level
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key objectives

• design, identity and heritage


• traffic and air quality


• community assets


• climate change


• key development sites
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draft policies

IV1 Gaps Between Villages 

We have identified some key visual gaps 
between our villages to prevent new 
development from making them merge 
into each other.  

We’ve also identified the risk of more 
ribbon development on roads leading 
out of the Parish to Uxbridge.  

The policy doesn’t (and can’t) stop 
development, but it does require that the 
scale and height of new buildings should 
be carefully designed.
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draft policies

IV2 Design in Iver Heath 

We’ve identified some key design 
characteristics of the village, including 
some of its key buildings to make sure infill 
and plot redevelopment schemes maintain 
its character.  

We’ve also prepared a design code to 
conserve the special character of some 
roads around The Parkway and Ashford 
Road, where many of the original buildings 
have survived with their classic 1930’s 
appearance. 
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draft policies

IV3 Design in Iver Village 

We’ve identified some key design 
characteristics of the village, including 
some of its key buildings to make sure 
infill and plot redevelopment schemes 
maintain its character.  

Its historic core is a Conservation Area 
and we’ve also identified some 
opportunities to improve its special 
character, especially on the High Street.  
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draft policies

IV4 Design in Richings Park 

The village is a good example of a 1920’s 
planned estate with some wonderful 
surviving houses, bungalows and shops 
inspired by the Arts & Crafts Movement.  

We’ve identified some key design 
characteristics of the village, including 
some of its key buildings to make sure infill 
and plot redevelopment schemes maintain 
its character.  

We’ve also prepared a design code to 
conserve the special character of the 
Ridings area on the edge of the village.
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draft policies

IV5 Local Heritage Assets 

These are buildings and other features in the 
Parish that, although not of a standard to be listed, 
have local architectural and historic interest, or 
play an important role in shaping its character.  

From historic records we’ve identified more than 
60, ranging from the prominent early Victorian 
coaching inn (‘The Bull’) in Iver High Street to 20th 
century parkland like at White Lodge in Iver Heath.  

Having this status doesn’t mean that listed building 
rules apply, or that improvements etc can’t be 
carried out, but does mean that owners should 
take into account and preserve that local interest 
wherever they can.
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draft policies

IV6 Sustainable Travel 

We’ve identified a network of 
important walking, cycling and 
horse-riding routes through the 
Parish so that we can protect 
them and require future 
development proposals to 
improve their quality and 
connectivity.
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draft policies

IV7 Air Quality 

The whole of our Parish has been 
designated an Air Quality Management 
Area as an attempt to tackle the problems 
we have with pollution created by many 
different sites and roads within the Parish 
and beyond (the M25 and Heathrow for 
example).  

The planning system can only do so much 
about this, but this policy identifies seven 
different ways that this can be tackled 
through planning applications. 
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draft policies

IV8 Managing Traffic 

We don’t believe the Iver Relief Road will 
ever happen. To be effective it needs to be 
too long and costly to be affordable and we 
wouldn’t want any half measures that simply 
pushed the problem further along the road.  

Instead, as well as tackling the HGV traffic at 
source with Policy IV9, we want to maximise 
the financial contributions from future 
developments to improving our public 
spaces and to install traffic management 
and safety measures. 
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draft policies

IV9 Reducing Heavy Goods Vehicles 

Having accepted that the Relief Road 
won’t happen, we want to tackle the 
problem at source by encouraging 
existing sites in the Parish that 
generate HGV traffic to change their 
use.  

The policy also seeks to prevent the 
intensification of those sites that will 
make the problem worse, and to 
prevent new HGV traffic generating 
uses elsewhere.
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draft policies

IV10 Community Facilities 

We’ve identified a wide range of 
facilities in the Parish that we 
know our local communities enjoy 
and cherish, ranging from our 
schools, sports grounds and play 
areas to our community centres.  

This policy is intended to protect 
them from loss and to support 
proposals to improve and extend 
them.
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draft policies

IV11 Village Centres 

We have two village shopping 
centres in the Parish: Iver High Street 
and Bathurst Walk at Richings Park. 
Both are well used by local people 
for some convenience shopping on 
the doorstep.  

With changes to shopping behaviour 
and COVID, we want to protect these 
centres from losing their small 
number of remaining shops and 
services.
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draft policies

IV12 Local Green Spaces 

We’ve identified a number of 
important green spaces within the 
three villages that might be at risk of 
future development or encroachment.  

Including them in this policy will give 
them the same high level of 
protection as the Green Belt that 
surrounds the villages. There’s 
therefore no need for us to include 
spaces that are already in the Green 
Belt like the Iver Recreation Ground. 
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draft policies

IV13 Colne Valley Regional Park 

All of the Parish lies within the Regional 
Park, which is a major countryside and 
recreation asset to have on our 
doorstep. Climate change is making this 
type of ‘green infrastructure’ more 
valuable in a variety of ways, as well as 
being important for the local community 
to enjoy.  

The Park has set out its own plans for 
improving its features and our policy has 
embraced them to given them more 
importance in the planning system.
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draft policies

IV14 Zero Carbon Buildings 

One of the most important measures we 
can take to tackle climate change is in how 
we design new buildings to ‘zero carbon’ 
standards now, so we don’t have to 
expensively retro fit them in only a few 
years’ time.  

PassivHaus is the most common standard 
and, although the build cost is slightly 
higher than normal, the ongoing energy 
cost to occupiers is a fraction of the cost 
now. Not every site can meet this standard, 
but most can and we want them to.
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draft policies

IV15 Thorney Business Park 

The failed Local Plan proposed a scheme of 1,000 
homes and 12,000 sq.m. of employment 
floorspace covering the existing industrial area as 
well as all the Green Belt land up to Thorney Road 
South. It included provision for a new primary 
school, community centre and a Park & Ride site 
next to the station. We didn’t like that idea but 
recognised that with the station close by some of 
the land would be suitable for development.  

Our policy encourages proposals for fewer homes 
and no new employment land or Park & Ride 
(because of the extra traffic they would generate). 
It would also see a large part of the industrial area 
being reclaimed for a new country park to form 
part of the Colne Valley.
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draft policies

IV16 Link Park & Thorney Mill 
Sidings 

These sites on the eastern edge of the 
Parish have been one of main sources 
of HGV traffic problems. We want to 
encourage new uses of the land that 
don’t generate this type of harmful 
traffic but that are not huge buildings 
that will undermine the purpose of the 
Green Belt in that sensitive location 
between us and Uxbridge. 
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draft policies

IV17 Pinewood Studios 

In addition to the provisions of 
saved Local Plan Policy E2, 
proposals for development on or 
re-use of the Pinewood Studios 
site must demonstrate that the 
scheme does not result in 
additional transport or 
environmental impacts or effects 
as the site is not in a sustainable 
location. 
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next steps

• statutory consultation from May to July


• Steering Group to review feedback in 
Aug/Sept and recommend changes to 
the Parish Council


• documents finalised for submission to 
Bucks Council in Oct/Nov


• Bucks publishes the documents for 
final comments in Jan-Feb 2022?


• examination held in March?


• referendum in May?
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